
NEW NEW 

Combine with 1459! Combine with 1486!

NEW
1456

  

                     

  Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

50 pieces € 5,75 500 pieces € 3,60

100 pieces € 4,65  1000 pieces € 3,40

250 pieces € 4,15 

Temporarily without setup costs.

1459

  

           

  

50 pieces € 5,95  500 pieces € 3,70

100 pieces € 4,45  1000 pieces € 3,55

250 pieces € 4,05  

1486 

  

  

  

50 pieces € 9,40  500 pieces € 6,50

100 pieces € 7,50  1000 pieces € 6,25

250 pieces € 6,90

Winterdeal

Knitted hat - 100 % RPET Coarse knitted scarf, 160x25cm Coarse knitted fisherman hat

Available colours

Get through the winter in style with this 
luxurious knitted hat made from 100% 
RPET. Customise this product with your  
own logo to promote your company in the 
best possible way.

Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

Available colours

Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

Available colours

Temporarily without setup costs. Temporarily without setup costs.

Would you like to stay warm throughout 
the winter? Then this coarse knitted scarf 
made of 100% acrylic is exactly the right 
choice. It has the size 160 x 25 cm and 
can be embroidered according to your 
wishes. Perfect for the winter!

This fisherman hat made of coarse knit is 
not only stylish, but also warm.
Personalise this great 100% cotton item 
with an embroidery and create an unique
promotional item.



Reflecting hat 

Knitted promo hat

Knitted hat with THINSULATE

Knitted promo scarf

Knitted hat with label

1447

  Available colours

  Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

50 pieces € 8,50  500 pieces € 6,50

100 pieces € 7,10 1000 pieces € 6,30

250 pieces € 6,80

Temporarily without setup costs.

1450

  Available colours

             

  Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

         50 pieces € 5,40  500 pieces € 3,30

100 pieces € 4,30  1000 pieces € 3,05

250 pieces € 3,80  

Temporarily without setup costs.

1476

  Available colours

      

  Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

         50 pieces € 6,80  500 pieces € 4,45

100 pieces € 5,50  1000 pieces € 4,25

250 pieces € 4,80  

Temporarily without setup costs.

1484

  Available colours

              

  Prices including 50cm² embroidery on 1 position

50 pieces € 7,70  500 pieces € 4,95

100 pieces € 6,20  1000 pieces € 4,75

250 pieces € 5,40  

Temporarily without setup costs.

1451

  Available colours

           

  Price including FC Transferprint on 1 position

50 pieces € 3,45  500 pieces € 2,70

100 pieces € 3,05 1000 pieces € 2,65

250 pieces € 2,75 

Temporarily without setup costs.

Combine with 1484! Combine with 1450!
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Winterdeal

Cap with an additional effect: better 
visibility thanks to reflective yarn.

is in the inside of the hat and keeps you

Thinsulate is one of the warmest clothing 
fabrics in the world. The Thinsulate

warm on cold winter days. 

This cap is a real must-have for this 
winter. Your logo can be printed on the 
high-quality label which makes it stand 
out extra well.

excellent value for money – the promo 
knitted hat has all of that offer! The 
durable hat from polyester is a fashion 
accessory for every season and suitable 
for every occasion.

Chic, versatile and durable with one Are you looking for a fashionable scarf 
that will keep you cozy and warm all 
winter long? Then the promo knitted scarf 
is just what you need. The 140 x 20 cm 
polyacrylic scarf is versatile, stylish and 
warm - a great accessory for every look!

- Promotion period until March 31, 2023

  VAT and freight costs

- Delivery time: 2-3 weeks

Conditions:

- plus any typesetting and graphic work, 

- Embroidery 50cm² - max. 60% filled

- Prices are subject to change

- While stocks last


